Optimally informative backbone structural propensities in proteins.
We use basic ideas from information theory to extract the maximum amount of structural information available in protein sequence data. From a non-redundant set of protein X-ray structures, we construct local-sequence-dependent [phi,psi] distributions that summarize the influence of local sequence on backbone conformation. These distributions, approximations of actual backbone propensities in the folded protein, have the following properties: (1) They compensate for the problem of scarce data by an optimized combination of local-sequence-dependent and single-residue specific distributions; (2) They use multi-residue information; (3) They exploit similarities in the local coding properties of amino acids by collapsing the amino acid alphabet to streamline local sequence description; (4) They are designed to contain the maximum amount of local structural information the data set allows. Our methodology is able to extract around 30 cnats of information from the protein data set out of a total 387 cnats of initial uncertainty or entropy in a finely discretized [phi,psi] dihedral angle space (18 x 18 structural states), or about 7.8%. This was achieved at the hexamer length scale; shorter as well as longer fragments produce reduced information gains. The automatic clustering of amino acids into groups, a component of the optimization procedure, reveals patterns consistent with their local coding properties. While the overall information gain from local sequence is small, there are some local sequences that have significantly narrower structural distributions than others. Distribution width varies from at least 20% less than the average overall entropy to at least 14% above. This spread is an expression of the influence of local sequence on the conformational propensities of the backbone chain. The optimal ensemble of local-sequence-specific backbone distributions produced is useful as a guide to structural predictions from sequence, as well as a tool for further explorations of the nature of the local protein code.